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Abstract
The possible symmetry between the concepts of brain death and brain birth (life) is explored. Since the symmetry argument has tended to overlook the most appropriate definition of brain death, the fundamental concepts of whole brain death and higher brain death are assessed. In this way, a context is provided for a discussion of brain birth. Different writers have placed brain birth at numerous points: 25-40 days, eight weeks, 22-24 weeks, and 32-36 weeks gestation. For others, the concept itself is open to question. Apart from this, it needs to be asked whether a unitary concept is an oversimplification. The merits of defining two stages of brain birth, to parallel the two definitions of brain death, are discussed. An attempt is then made to map these various stages of brain birth and death onto a developmental continuum. Although the results hold biological interest, their ethical significance is less evident. Development and degeneration are not interchangeable, and definitions of death apply specifically to those who are dying, not those who are developing. I conclude that while a dual concept of brain death has proved helpful, a dual concept of brain birth still has problems, and the underlying concept of brain birth itself continues to be elusive. (Journal of Medical Ethics 1998;24:237–242)
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Introduction
In the 30 years since the designation of brain death as a new criterion for death, attention has been directed towards the central role of the nervous system in a number of areas of ethical decision-making. The notion that there exists a neurological end-point to human life has led to efforts at defining a neurological starting-point. This latter quest has led to the concept of brain birth (or brain life), signifying the converse of brain death. Nevertheless, many scientific and ethical queries remain.

The quest for a neurological marker of the first events of human life owes its impetus to the perceived symmetry between processes at the beginning and end of life. Burgess and Tawia write: “If conscious experiences . . . are the aspect of our lives we value when we look forward, considerations of symmetry dictate that we first acquire a capacity for what we most value in our lives when we first become conscious”. They view the beginning of consciousness as the beginning of “cortical life”. A concrete expression of this trend has been provided by Sass, who advocates the legal protection of “personal life (animate life) from the beginning of brain functioning (brain life) to its end (brain death)”.

Yet brain birth describes a progressive phenomenon which is leading somewhere new, whereas brain death describes the final point of an existence. The contrast between these two states is striking, with brain birth centring around a discovery concerning personhood and brain death around a definition, and with the order of neural embryogenesis standing against the disorder of neural death. The symmetry argument also simplifies brain death criteria by overlooking the most appropriate definition of brain death, either loss of function of the whole brain (destruction of the cerebral hemispheres plus brain stem, or brain stem alone since this is a precursor of whole brain death), or irreversible loss of higher brain functions (total loss of consciousness and awareness, loss of cognitive faculties, representing widespread destruction of the cerebral hemispheres). This is a distinction between a vitalist interpretation, with its emphasis on biological integration, and a personalist interpretation, stemming from the significance of sentience or consciousness for the existence of persons. The contrast is between “mere human biological life” and “being alive as a person”.

Unfortunately, brain death has generally provided an undefined context for discussions regarding how best to describe events at the beginning of life. For instance, it is not clear what definition of brain death is being used in symmetry-based arguments. This gap is a far more serious one than generally realized, and the debate on brain birth can be taken much further by exploring its dimensions alongside those of brain death.
Brain death - fundamental concepts

WHOLE BRAIN DEFINITION
The Harvard criteria for a permanently non-functioning brain pointed to total and irreversible loss of functioning of the whole brain. A flat electroencephalogram (EEG) was recommended as a confirmatory test.

Whole brain death refers to the irreversible cessation of function of both the brain stem and higher parts of the brain, including the cerebral hemispheres, although in the United Kingdom it refers to the brain stem alone, on the assumption that loss of brain stem functions is rapidly followed by cessation of function of the higher parts of the brain. In other words, brain stem death is seen as synonymous with death of the individual, since loss of functions associated with the brain stem results in the individual ceasing to function as an independent biological unit.

From this it follows that death does not occur until both the brain as a whole and the body as a whole are irreversibly dysfunctional. This is a biological concept, and death is recognized as having taken place without any reference to a capacity for self-consciousness or personhood. However, in spite of the brain as a whole being considered dead, isolated functions may continue within the brain, and cellular activity in localized regions of the brain may also remain intact.

Although proponents of a whole brain definition allegedly use the entire brain as their criterion of death, the identification of a higher brain function, such as sentience, tends to emerge as an essential feature. For some, a whole brain definition is an unstable compromise between the deaths of persons and organisms. It has to be asked whether individuals with intact integrative functions (signifying an intact brain stem), but without the marks of personhood (damage to the cerebral hemispheres) are alive in any meaningful sense. Some writers do not think so, arguing that the life that continues after destruction of the cerebral hemispheres (neocortex) is no more than metabolic activity, equivalent to that of a disembodied human organ or cell surviving in vitro.

HIGHER BRAIN DEFINITION
A higher brain definition refers to destruction of the cerebral hemispheres alone, with retention of brain stem function. A move in this direction is a move away from utilizing criteria shared with other animals to a definition focusing on functions characteristic only of humans. Interest centres on the irreversible loss of higher brain functions, such as the capacity for consciousness, and the capacity for remembering, judging, reasoning, acting, enjoying and worrying. If these are regarded as characteristic of human existence and of our meaning as human persons, they may be regarded as the sole functions of ultimate importance when defining brain death. What counts as a living human being is the presence of the capacity for both organic and mental functioning, rather than the persistence of isolated brain stem reflexes following destruction of the cerebral hemispheres. The centrality of the person lies at the heart of the higher brain definition, and this in turn, focuses attention on our humanness and on those responsibilities lying at the core of human community.

COMPLEXITY OF BRAIN DEATH
These definitions of brain death highlight the complexity of death, the variety of factors to be considered, and the range of neurobiological and philosophical components to be taken into account.

For many people, there is a difference between death of the body and death of the brain (regardless of the definition employed). However, bodily life is still life, but is this meaningful life in a human sense? It is tempting to conclude that the meaningfulness of an individual's existence is open to question once irreversible higher brain death is diagnosed: that individual life has at an end, the irreversibility of the condition eliminating any potential for future relationships, for self-awareness, or for plans of any description. On the other hand, the opposite perspective is succinctly expressed by Lamb: "Life without conscious experience may be meaningless, possibly futile, but it does not amount to death."

These considerations are relevant for those of brain birth. When can an embryo/fetus be said to be alive in any meaningful sense? Is it at the first glimmerings of a nervous system (neural plate/neural tube), at the first signs of the potential for consciousness/sentience (cerebral hemispheres recognizable/initial manifestation of localized EEG activity), or when there is sufficient structural organization for the nervous system to function in a coordinated manner (EEG activity characteristic of little electrocerebral silence)? Is it possible to translate perspectives on brain death directly into considerations of brain birth? If this is done, different characteristics will emerge as relevant.

Brain birth
The concept of brain birth has featured in attempts to elucidate a moral point of demarcation, prior to which experimental procedures may be undertaken on human embryos but after which they are forbidden. Numerous
writers have attempted to pinpoint what they regard as the biological substratum for personal life,14-23 with attention on development of the cerebral cortex and on identifying the first moments of conscious experience. Some have set this at 25-40 days gestation.24 For others, eight weeks gestation represents the point at which the brain is capable of consciousness. From this point onwards, the “biography” of the individual has begun25; alternatively, this level of brain activity signifies the emergence of a person,22 makes possible an holistic level of life,21 leads to affective recognisability by other people,26 or denotes the beginnings of sentience.27 28

Goldenringer,2 who originally proposed the “brain-life theory”, based his view on evidence that the subcortical brain comes into being as an organized unit at five weeks, with cerebral hemispheres differentiating at seven weeks, and EEG activity commencing at eight weeks. According to the brain-life theory, a human being is alive whenever a functioning human brain is present. Thus, the commencement of EEG activity is seen as the starting point for human (personal) existence, since it marks integration of the brain as a whole.3 The attractiveness of this theory stems from an apparent symmetry between the beginning and end of human existence, using the converse of brain death as a model for thinking about the initiation of coordinated neural activity.

Others have sought a much later beginning. Gertler20 proposed 22-24 weeks gestation, on the basis that the neocortex begins producing EEG waves at this time. Underlying this proposal is the view that human cognition is the beginning of cognitive capability and the point at which protection of personhood should begin. In similar fashion, Burgess and Tawia3 defined a functioning brain as one where there is identifiable activity of the kind that normal adult brains (cortices) indulge in. They argue that what is required is a critical minimum level of structural organisation, with functional components present and mature enough to perform. On the basis of EEG readings, they conclude that a fetus becomes conscious at 32-36 weeks gestation.

The significance of EEG activity for this discussion is unmistakable. The earliest very localized EEG activity appears at ten weeks,29 with more generalized activity at 22-23 weeks gestation. This activity, however, is discontinuous, with long periods of electrocerebral silence, a characteristic of the immature nervous system.30 31 Premature infants with gestational ages less than eight months have long periods during which the EEG shows no activity. Gradual changes in EEG characteristics occur over the first few years of postnatal life, until adult patterns predominate around age seven or eight years.9

Also relevant here is the issue of fetal awareness, which has been placed at not earlier than 26 weeks gestation by a 1997 working party of the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists.32 According to this working party, this is the minimum stage of structural development necessary to confer awareness upon the developing fetus, with structural integration of peripheral nerves, spinal cord, brain stem, thalamus, and cerebral cortex.

In view of the above, can any one notion of brain birth encapsulate the state of development or maturity over a 30-week period? This represents 75 per cent of gestation, from early in the embryonic period to late in the fetal period. Such a vast time period is too crude to prove convincing embryologically, and is too diffuse to prove helpful ethically.

**CRITIQUE OF BRAIN BIRTH**

Apart from this consideration, the brain birth concept is not universally accepted. For Moussa and Shannon,7 it is neither a defensible nor useful notion, since it is a metaphysical concept. The dependence placed on the physical maturity of one bodily system implies that metaphysical status can be inferred from scientific data - a notion that Moussa and Shannon strongly reject. For them, personhood is a social and moral construct and, they contend, biological realities neither guarantee the presence of, nor constitute the definition of, a person. According to these authors, a functioning nervous system is a presupposition only of physical activity, with an integrated nervous system being required for intellectual activity. As others have suggested, scientific criteria have a role in helping direct our moral gaze, demonstrating when a nervous system exists with sufficient material complexity to embody those capacities judged morally pertinent.33 The tenor of these sentiments points towards a definition of brain birth modelled on a higher brain definition of death - if such a definition is even contemplated at the beginning of life.

In terms of scientific criteria, the dominant feature of the developing brain is the laying down of different systems at different times, and the coordination of these systems relatively late in development.4 Some developmental sequences can only begin once the preceding sequence has been completed, some sequences occur relatively late in fetal life, while others are not completed until after birth. Consequently, if brain birth is placed early, numerous phases of development will not even have been initiated. Hence, if the
concept is to be used, it would seem preferable to place it at a time when most developmental sequences have started, once again pointing to a definition based on a higher brain definition of brain death.

Is there more than one definition of brain birth?
Apart from any problems with the concept of brain birth, a crucial question is whether a unitary concept is an oversimplification. If there are two definitions of brain death, are there two definitions of brain birth?

The whole brain definition of death refers to the loss of major brain regions, including the brain stem. Is there a parallel at the beginning of life? Employing the appearance of brain stem functioning as one’s criterion, brain birth would be placed at around 6-8 weeks gestation. I shall refer to this as brain birth I, which is a vitalist interpretation, with its emphasis on biological integration and its stress on mere human biological life. In contrast, a second definition may be determined by the beginning of consciousness at 24-36 weeks gestation. This is brain birth II, which parallels the personalist overtones of the higher brain definition of death, with a sufficiently well-developed neural organization to serve as the substratum from which self-consciousness and personal life subsequently emerge.

Do these two clearly delineated definitions of brain birth promote an understanding of the significance of early developmental events? In a developmental sequence, brain birth I always precedes brain birth II, while in a degenerative process at the end of life a higher brain definition of death (cortical/cerebral death) may or may not precede whole brain (brain stem) death. This variability is unavoidable, since degenerative processes lack the inbuilt sequence of developmental milestones. One of the defining features of whole brain death in adults is a lack of consciousness and an inability to feel pain. Symmetry with the brain death concept suggests that brain birth I should demarcate the beginning of the period when the fetus begins to develop sensation and feel pain, but as yet, the answer to this problematic question remains unclear.[34-36] Rudimentary sensation seems to occur long before the stage when the nervous system can keep the fetus alive, but until a greater understanding of this process can be achieved, there exist no specific developmental milestones that establish the moment when a fetus becomes brain alive in this sense.[37] Even brain birth II is surrounded by ambiguity, although neural integration and the potential for consciousness, as depicted by cerebral cortical development, point to a relatively mature nervous system.

The realization that two separate timings of brain birth are feasible enlarges the horizons of the debate, but at present fails to solve fundamental queries at the neurobiological level. This is even more pronounced for ethical questions, since we are left with major uncertainty whether brain birth I and/or brain birth II have moral significance. Levels of uncertainty look set to increase when serious debate is undertaken on the possible repercussions of techniques that stimulate non-embryonic cells into totipotency, provide them with primitive human nervous systems but fail to allow the development of any additional “human” characteristics. What impact would such scientific work have on the notion that brain birth signifies moral value?

A continuum from life to death
If brain life is taken as a notional indicator of brain function, it is possible to use two pathways to trace brain life. One pathway represents normal development, from fertilization, through fetal and embryonic stages, to the child/adult, at which point brain life is at a maximum. The other is a pathological one, working in reverse, and tracking various pathological states as they depart from brain life at its maximum, with dementia and the persistent vegetative state (PVS)/anencephaly representing increasing decrements until death of the individual occurs. When the various definitions of brain death are superimposed upon these pathways, possible parallels can be explored between normal development on the one hand and pathological deviations from the normal on the other. In this way, it is possible to compare (in a tentative fashion) the degrees of brain life evidenced by those designated as being dead using a whole brain definition in contrast to a higher brain definition, as well as by anencephalics and those in a PVS. Against this background, and using what is known of brain death, the next step is to ask when a brain can be said to come into existence.

Using a higher brain definition, the answer lies somewhere in the vicinity of 24-36 weeks (brain birth II). If this is the case, the parallelism postulated here raises the question whether the embryo/fetus at all stages prior to about 22 weeks gestation can be meaningfully referred to as “brain dead”. This is a possibility if a brain birth concept based on a higher brain definition of death is accepted. However, the terminology is confusing, since it is difficult to appreciate how something can be dead when it has never lived. In addition, the developing nervous system is developing into
“something”, whereas the adult brain that is now non-functioning previously was “something”. The problems of lack of symmetry remain. A “pre-conscious” nervous system is fundamentally different from a “post-conscious” nervous system; the potential of the first differs significantly from the memories represented by the second.

An alternative is to adopt a whole brain definition of death as the model on which to base a definition of brain birth (brain birth I). Taking this approach, brain birth is placed at around 6-8 weeks gestation, when the nervous system is still at a relatively early stage of development, and the neuromuscular system is sufficiently developed for spontaneous fetal movements to occur. While this is feasible, such early neural development does not constitute a brain-like organization in biological terms.

Even brain birth I does not signify the first beginnings of the nervous system. This happens with the appearance of the neural plate (18 days gestation), and then more obviously with the slightly later appearance of the neural tube (closing around 27 days). These early stages in nervous system development do not generally feature in discussions of brain birth, although they may be utilized in connection with the significance of the primitive streak or even with the onset of consciousness.

In conclusion, although it is possible to place the two-week embryo, eight-week embryo, 36-week fetus, term fetus, newborn infant and child on a continuum, it is doubtful whether the biological interest elicited by this is matched by ethical significance. Even if an eight-week embryo is considered to display less brain life than, say, an adult in a PVS or an adult with dementia, one cannot conclude from this that an embryo at this stage of development has more of the characteristics of brain death than does either of these adult groups. Definitions of death apply specifically to those who are dying, not to those who are developing. Development and degeneration are not interchangeable. The problems encountered with translating brain death into neural system development serve to highlight the questionable foundation on which the entire edifice of the brain life concept is constructed.

Definitions of death are not purely biological, but are informed by moral judgments. While their base is, in part, biological, the character of the definitions owes more to ethical, social, and religious values. This applies also to the beginning of human life: hence my suspicions regarding the validity of the brain birth concept. Its biological base is significantly more fragile than that of brain death, and, as a result, far more is demanded of its ethical and social underpinnings. Brain death is proving a helpful concept, despite the fact that its dimensions remain open to debate and interpretation. Brain birth, even in its dual form discussed here, continues to be elusive.
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